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• Kaon physics
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Historical case for Intensity Frontier

Radioactivity discovered by Becquerel, Pierre and Marie Curie; 1903 Nobel Prize.

• Categorised by Rutherford: α (helium nucleus), β (electron) and γ (photon)

• Correspond (loosely) to strong, weak, and electromagnetic forces

• Beta particles shown to be electrons by Becquerel (1900)

• Rutherford & Soddy (1901) demonstrated acompanied by transmutation of elements

The 1903 “standard model” conserved nuclear charge
Broken by rare β decay mediated by massive new particles



Standard Model

Standard model of particle physics developed by 1972 represents our best understanding of nature,
and in my view humankind’s greatest intellectual achievement

SU(3)color ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y

Beta decay: u ↔ d quark flavour change mediated by massive W-boson

• Higgs mechanism (1964 Englert,Higgs; Nobel Prize 2013)

• W,Z,H,γ theoretically understood (1968; Glashow, Weinberg, Salam; Nobel prize 1979)

• W,Z produced in SPS at CERN (1983; Rubbia/Van der Meer Nobel Prize)

• Quark flavours (u,d,s,c,b,t) completed with top discovery (Fermilab 1995)

• Higgs Boson found by the LHC in 2012

It took us 87 years to bridge the energy gap with accelerators !



Symmetry breaking in the Weak interactions

• Yang (BNL), Lee (CU) 1957 Nobel Prize
K + = θ+ = τ+

both P = ±1 decay modes (ππ) / (πππ)

• Weak interactions may break parity
(also noted Weak T = CP untested)

• C. S. Wu parity violation experiment

• BNL AGS (1964) established CP
violation
Cronin & Fitch 1984 Nobel Prize

• KL and KS both decay CP=1 ππ and
CP=-1 πππ final states

• CPlear experiment: two exponents in
ππ deposition



Some of my favourite papers of all time!

Broken symmetries and the masses of gauge bosons

A model of leptons



Standard model Lagrangian

Gauge field strength FµνFµν = GµνaG a
µν + Wµνi W i

µν + BµνBµν
W, G non-abelian gauge fields: Yang Mills, BNL

Fermion kinetic term & gauge interactions:

Lfermion =
∑

flavours f

{
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f
LiD/ ψf

L + ψ
f
Ri D̃/ ψf
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}
Left and right handed interact differently

Mexican hat 〈φ〉 =

(
0

1√
2

v

)
P.W. Higgs (Edinburgh), Brout, Englert (+ Guralnik, Hagen, Kibble).

|Dµ〈φ〉|2: Weak boson mass terms ⇒ W , Z , unbroken γ



Yukawa interactions: origin of flavor physics

Lepton sector:

λe eR
~φ †
(

νe

e

)
L

+ h.c. = me ee

Most general gauge invariant Yukawa term puts couplings in flavor matrices F

(eµτ)R FLφ
†LL + (uct)R FQφ

†QL + (dsb)R F ′Qφ
T (iσ2)QL + h.c.

• Simplifies after singular value decomposition F = UDV .
• No (standard model) flavour mixing in lepton sector
• Neutrino oscillation exists and is new physics

• Cabibbo Kobayashi Maskawa CKM matrix: (Nobel Prize 2008)
• Cannot simultaneously diagonalise FQ and F ′Q
• F ′Q = VCKM DV †CKM• Unitary relative rotation between weak interaction and mass basis for dsb



CKM unitarity

Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix controls quark flavour changing
Wolfenstein parametrisation

V =

 Vud Vus Vub

Vcd Vcs Vcb

Vtd Vts Vtb

 =

 1− λ2

2
λ Aλ3(ρ− iη)

−λ 1− λ2

2
Aλ2

Aλ3(1− ρ− iη) −Aλ2 1


V ∗ki Vkj = (V †V )ij = δij : 9 relations, e.g.

V ∗ubVud + V ∗cbVcd + V ∗tbVtd = 0 ⇔ 1 +
V ∗tbVtd

V ∗cbVcd︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈C

+
V ∗ubVud

V ∗cbVcd︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈C

= 0

⇔
(
1, 0
)

+
(
x2, y2

)
+
(
x1, y1

)
= 0

Identify these as vectors in the complex plane forming a unitarity triangle:

(ρ, η)

x2, y2 x1, y1

1, 0



CKM and CP violation
• iη is only source of CP violation in the standard model

• CP violation is one of the Sakharov conditions for baryogenesis
• SM CPV insufficient to explain our universe - new sources expected

• Different processes determined different constraints on ρ+ iη vertex of unitarity
triangle

• Consistency check these to find new sources

UPDATED RESULTS ON THE CKM MATRIX

Including results presented up to
Summer 19

P r e l i m i n a r y

Dec 15th, 2019

The CKMfitter Group

Abstract

This document provides the collection of up-to-date inputs to the global CKM analysis, and nu-
merical results obtained with the use of the fit package CKMfitter. The statistical method em-
ployed is the frequentist approach, using the Rfit model to treat theoretical uncertainties. Detailed
background information on the methodology and the treatment of experimental and theoretical
uncertainties is provided in:

CP VIOLATION AND THE CKM MATRIX:
ASSESSING THE IMPACT OF THE ASYMMETRIC B FACTORIES

By CKMfitter Group

Eur. Phys. J. C41, 1-131, 2005 [hep-ph/0406184]

http://ckmfitter.in2p3.fr

• Theoretical input of hadronic weak matrix elements is required



Importance of Lattice QCD

CKMfitter 2019

1 Inputs

2 Lattice QCD averages

Several hadronic inputs are required for the fits presented by CKMfitter, and we mostly rely
on lattice QCD simulations to estimate these quantities. The presence of results from di↵erent
collaborations with various statistics and systematics make it all the more necessary to combine
them in a careful way. We explain below the procedure that we have chosen to determine these
lattice averages.

3 Method of averaging

We collect the relevant calculations of the quantity that we are interested in: we take results with
2, 2+1 or 2+1+1 dynamical fermions, even those from proceedings without a companion article.
For data prior to the publication of the latest FLAG review [42], we followed their prescriptions to
discard results of insu�cient quality.

In these results, we separate the error estimates into a Gaussian part and a flat part that is
treated à la Rfit. The Gaussian part collects the uncertainties from purely statistical origin, but
also the systematics that can be controlled and treated in a similar way (e.g., interpolation or fitting
in some cases). The remaining systematics constitute the Rfit error. If there are several sources of
error in the Rfit category, we add them linearly 1.

The Rfit model is simple but also very strict. It amounts to assuming that the theoretical
uncertainty is rigorously constrained by a mathematical bound that is our only piece of information.
If Rfit is taken stricto sensu and the individual likelihoods are combined in the usual way (by
multiplication), the final uncertainty can be underestimated, in particular in the case of marginally
compatible values.

We correct this e↵ect by adopting the following averaging recipe. The central value is obtained
by combining the whole likelihoods. Then we combine the Gaussian uncertainties by combining
likelihoods restricted to their Gaussian part. Finally we assign to this combination the smallest of
the individual Rfit uncertainties. The underlying idea is twofold:

• the present state of art cannot allow us to reach a better theoretical accuracy than the best
of all estimates

• this best estimate should not be penalized by less precise methods (as it would happen be
the case if one would take the dispersion of the individual central values as a guess of the
combined theoretical uncertainty).

It should be stressed that the concept of a theoretical uncertainty is ill-defined, and the combi-
nation of them even more. Thus our approach is only one among the alternatives that can be found
in the literature. In contrast to some of the latter, ours is algorithmic and can be reproduced.

1keeping in mind that in many papers in the literature, this combination is done in quadrature and the splitting
between di↵erent sources is not published.

2

Errors
Parameter Value ± Error(s) Reference

GS TH

mc(mc) (1.2982 ± 0.0013 ± 0.0120) GeV [4] ? ?
mt(mt) (165.26 ± 0.11 ± 0.30) GeV [35] ? ?
↵S(mZ) 0.1181 ± 0 ± 0.0011 [2] - ?

BK 0.7567 ± 0.0021 ± 0.0123 [4] ? ?
✏ 0.940 ± 0.013 ± 0.023 [37,38] ? ?
⌘ut 0.402 ± 0 ± 0.007 [39] - ?
⌘tt 0.55 ± 0 ± 0.024 [39] - ?
⌘B(MS) 0.5510 ± 0 ± 0.0022 [40,41] - ?
fBs (228.8 ± 0.7 ± 1.9) MeV [4] ? ?
Bs 1.327 ± 0.016 ± 0.030 [4] ? ?
fBs

/fBd
1.205 ± 0.004 ± 0.006 [4] ? ?

Bs/Bd 1.007 ± 0.013 ± 0.014 [4] ? ?

fK (155.6 ± 0.2 ± 0.6) MeV [4] ? ?
fK/f⇡ 1.1973 ± 0.0008 ± 0.0014 [4] ? ?
fDs

(249.2 ± 0.3 ± 0.7) MeV [4] ? ?
fDs/fD 1.1782 ± 0.0006 ± 0.0033 [4] ? ?

fK!⇡
+ (0) 0.9681 ± 0.0014 ± 0.0022 [4] ? ?

fD!⇡
+ (0) 0.621 ± 0.018 ± 0.012 [4] ? ?

fD!K
+ (0) 0.765 ± 0.010 ± 0.012 [4] ? ?
⇣(⇤p ! pµ�⌫µ)q2>15/⇣(⇤p ! ⇤cµ

�⌫µ)q2>7 1.471 ± 0.096 ± 0.290 [4] ? ?

Table 2: Inputs to the standard CKM fit. If not stated otherwise: for two errors given, the first is
statistical and accountable systematic and the second stands for systematic theoretical uncertainties.
The last two columns indicate Rfit treatment of the input parameters: measurements or parameters
that have statistical errors (we include here experimental systematics) are marked in the “GS”
column by a star; measurements or parameters that have systematic theoretical errors are marked
in the “TH” column by a star. Upper part: parameters used in SM predictions that are obtained
from experiment. Lower part: parameters of the SM predictions obtained from theory.
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• Phenomenological influence lattice gauge theory is going through a step change
• LGT is systematically improvable

• Computers and algorithms are systematically improving
• u,d,s loop effects fully included (2000’s)
• No light quark mass extrapolations eliminated (2010’s)
• QED and isospin breaking for 0.1% accuracy (2020)
• Direct 2+1+1+1f B simulation by 2025-2030??

• Resistance is futile!



Hadronic physics is non perturbative

• Asymptotic freedom: 2004 Nobel prize
(Gross, Wilczek, Politzer)

• Flip side of asymptotic freedom is IR
slavery Wilczek • ’t Hooft Euclidean instanton action

e−Sg = e
− 8π|Q|

g2

• Atiyah-Singer index theorem ⇒ associated
fermionic topological zero modes

• Intrinsically non-perturbative

dn

d(g 2)n
e
− 1

g2

∣∣∣∣
g2=0

= 0

• There are non-perturbative dynamics weak
coupling perturbation theory simply cannot
explain



Euclidean space correlation functions

Importance sampled numerical path integration: must Wick rotate to Euclidean space∫
DUDψ̄Dψe iSM

G e iSM
F →

∫
DUDψ̄Dψe−SE

G e−SE
F

so that probability amplitude becomes a partition function probability measure.

G M (~r , t) =
1

4πr
δ(r − t),

G M (~p, t) =
ie iωp t

2ωp
.

G E (~r , t) =
1

4π2(r2 + t2)
,

G E (~p, t) =
e−ωp t

2ωp
.



Euclidean Lattice Field Theory

• Gauge invariant regularisation (Wilson); First numerical simulations (Creutz, BNL)

• Non-perturbative but introduces discretisation and statistical errors
• Computationally expensive

Partition function becomes a real, statistical mechanical probability weight (at zero chemical
potential)

Z =

∫
dψ̄dψdUe−SG [U]−SF [ψ̄,ψ,U]

SG ∼
∫

d4x 1
4 FµνFµν ; SF ∼

∫
d4xψ̄(DL − m)ψ

Discretise space-time ∫
Dψ̄Dψe−ψ̄(x)Axyψ(y) = det A

• Importance sample Gauge configurations using Markov Chain Monte Carlo

• Fermion action is a sparse matrix finite difference operator

• Replace anti-commuting fermion determinant with complex pseudofermion integral

det[DL − m]2 =

∫
dφ∗dφe

−φ†
(

[DL−m]† [DL−m]
)−1

φ

• Multiple choices for fermion action DL (discretisation scheme)



RBC-UKQCD approach: domain wall fermions

1981 Callan/Harvey: 5-d solutions bind massless chiral modes to the 4-d “wall”.
in presence of gauge fields creates the correct chiral anomaly

Consider Euclidean five dimensional free fermions with step function mass term m(x5) = mθ(x5)

Sf = ψ̄ (γµ∂µ + γ5∂5 + m(x5))ψ

Massless 4-d free fermions have chiral modes

ψ = e ipµxµu±,

u± =
1± γ5

2
u±.

Separable positive chirality 5-d solutions have

ψ = e ipµxµ e−m|x5|u+

The negative chirality solutions are not normalisable.

mass term

5

−m

+m

Bound chiral mode

domain wall

x

A massless chiral mode is bound to a domain wall



Domain walls

1994 Kaplan; 1995 Shamir’s
Trick works with a discrete 5d Wilson action (gauged in 4d).

chiral symmetry breaking

5

+m+m

−m
−m

Left handed chiral modeRight handed chiral mode

Anti−domain wall Domain wall

Exponentially suppressed

x

Two walls, separate chiralities

Dirichlet boundary conditions

5

+m+m

−m
−m

Left handed chiral modeRight handed chiral mode

Infinite domain well

x

“infinite square well” suppresses tails

• Exact chiral symmetry constrains no O(a),O(a3), . . . discretisation errors both on and
off-shell

• V-A does what it says on the tin: no unphysical mixings in four quark operators, O(a) mixing

• First numerical simulation in BNL (Blum & Soni 1997)

• QIS : relation to topological insulators and majorana states on a 1d quantum wire (Kitaev)

• PB: connection between Furman & Shamir current and Luscher’s on shell chiral symmetry,
MDWF conserved currents

• PB: implementation adopted by UKQCD, RBC, JLQCD



Leptonic decay constants

〈π+(p)|Jλ(V − A)〉 = ifπpλ

Γl =
mπ

8π
(|Vud |fπGF )2 m2

l

(
1− m2

l

m2
π

)2

fK/fπ = 1.1945(45)

Phys.Rev. D76 (2007) 014504,
Phys.Rev. D78 (2008) 114509,
Phys.Rev. D83 (2011) 074508,
Phys.Rev. D87 (2013) 094514,
Phys.Rev. D93 (2016) no.7 074505,

Phys.Rev. D93 (2016) no.5, 054502

• (Marciano) One of two robust LGT approaches to Vus and λ in the Wolfenstein
parametrisation

• Also determine SU(2) and SU(3) chiral lagrangian LECs, quark masses.

• On-going work: include QED and mu 6= md effects to enable 10−3 precision
PoS LATTICE2016 (2016) 172,
JHEP 1709 (2017) 153,
EPJ Web Conf. 175 (2018) 06024,

PoS LATTICE2018 (2019) 267



Semileptonic form factors

Transition CKM element
K → πeν̄ Vus

B → πeν̄ Vub

B → Deν̄ Vcb

D → Keν̄ Vcs

D → πeν̄ Vcd

K−

π0

e−
Vus

ū

s

u

ν̄

W−

e.g. Beta decay of the Kaon leads to Vus

〈π(pπ)|Jµ(V − A)|K(pK )〉 = f+(q2)(pK + pπ)µ + f−(q2)(pK − pπ)µ

M = Vus
GF√

2

[
f+(q2)(pK + pπ)µ + f−(q2)(pK − pπ)µ

]
ūνe (p2)γµ(1− γ5)ve (p1)



Kaon semileptonic form factors

• Kaon semileptonic form factor, Pion form factor
PhysRevLett.100.141601 (2007),
JHEP 0807:112,2008,
Eur.Phys.J.C69:159-167,2010,
JHEP08(2013)132,

JHEP06(2015)164.

f Kπ
+ (0) = 0.9685(34)stat(14)finitevolume

• Pion form factor, charge radius etc..

• Introduction of twisted boundary conditions to obtain arbitrary q2

• On-going work:

• Introduce QED and mu 6= md effects for 0.1% precision
• Map precisely full q2 range of form factor sensitive to lepton flavour violation

Combine with experimental rate:

|Vus | = 0.2233(5)experiment(9)lattice

Combined with Vus from super-allowed nuclear β-decay, first row unitarity check:

1− |Vud |2 − |Vus |2 = 0.0010(4)Vud
(2)V

exp
us

(4)
V lat

us
= 0.0010(6)



Indirect CP violation in K 0 −K
0
mixing : short-distance contributions to εK

KL ∼ ε̄K1 + K2 ← O(ε̄)
fast→ ππ

KS ∼ K1 + ε̄K2 ← O(1)
fast→ ππ

εK =
A(KL → ππ)I =0

A(KS → ππ)I =0

K̄0 K0

s

d

u, c, t u, c, t

W−

W+

d

s̄
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variety of presumably reliable quantities computed from
our 1/a = 1.73(3) GeV ensembles with experiment. For
example, we find fπ and fK about 4% below experiment,
a discrepancy consistent with our 4% error estimate.

While we have interpolated to the physical valence
strange quark mass, we have results for only one strange
sea quark mass. We estimate the error resulting from
our 15% too large ms by observing that for fixed valence
masses (0.01,0.04) BP increases by 3% when the light sea
quark mass is changed from 0.03 to 0.02. Scaling this to
the 0.0057 change needed for a single flavor of sea quark
implies a 1% error. Finally we add a 2% chiral extrap-
olation error by estimating the effects of NNLO ChPT
as the 6% difference between the linear and NLO chiral
limits in Fig. 2 scaled by ml/ms = 0.4 for aml = 0.01.

Thus, we take our central value, which removes all
quenching systematics, and add the 1% finite volume,
4% scaling, 1% ms extrapolation, 2% ChPT and renor-
malization error estimates in quadrature and obtain:

BRI
K (2 GeV) = 0.514(10)(25), (3)

BMS
K (2 GeV) = 0.524(10)(28), (4)

B̂K = 0.720(13)(37), (5)

where the first error is statistical and the second is the
estimated systematic. A recent review, including all lat-
tice data then available, quoted a continuum limit value

of BMS
K (2 GeV) = 0.58(3)(6)[21]. Our result is consistent

with this and reduces both types of error substantially.
This improvement arises because, using QCDOC com-
puters, we have for the first time combined the correct
dynamical flavor content with a lattice formulation with
good chiral symmetry, O(a) improvement, control over
operator mixing, non-perturbative renormalization and
a new use of SU(2)L × SU(2)R ChPT for kaons.

In order to reduce the significant discretisation system-
atic error in our result for BK , the RBC and UKQCD col-
laborations are now doing simulations at a smaller lattice
spacing, which will give quantitative control of this effect.
A continuum NNLO perturbative calculation is required
to convert lattice results to MS with better precision.

We thank Dong Chen, Mike Clark, Calin Cristian, Zhi-
hua Dong, Alan Gara, Andrew Jackson, Changhoan Kim,
Ludmila Levkova, Xiaodong Liao, Guofeng Liu, Kon-
stantin Petrov and Tilo Wettig for developing with us
the QCDOC machine and its software. This develop-
ment and the computers used in this calculation were
funded by the U.S. DOE grant DE-FG02-92ER40699,
PPARC JIF grant PPA/J/S/1998/00756 and by RIKEN.
This work was supported by DOE grant DE-FG02-
92ER40699 and PPARC grants PPA/G/O/2002/00465
and PP/D000238/1. We thank the University of Ed-
inburgh, PPARC, RIKEN, BNL and the U.S. DOE for
providing these facilities. C.J., E.S., T.B. and A.S. were
supported by the U.S. Dept. of Energy under contracts
DE-AC02-98CH10886, and DE-FG02-92ER40716. J.N.
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FIG. 4: We compare our 2+1 flavor results with earlier
quenched[19] and 2 flavor DWF[12] as well as 2+1 flavor stag-
gered calculations[6]. The quenched Iwasaki points show sta-
tistical errors only while our point and the staggered point
include renormalisation systematics. While our point lies be-
low these Iwasaki results due to our improved chiral limit and
flavor content, we expect similar a2 dependence.

was partially supported by the Japan Society for the Pro-
motion of Science. We thank Chris Sachrajda, and Steve
Sharpe for useful discussions and the referee for question-
ing our original treatment of the chiral limit.
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Continuous momenta on a discrete lattice
boundary conditions Fourier modes

Periodic ψ(L) = e i0πψ(0) p = 2n π
L

Antiperiodic ψ(L) = e i1πψ(0) p = (2n + 1)π
L

Twisted ψ(L) = e iαπψ(0) p = (2n + α)π
L

• Form factors:
• directly calculate q2 = 0 without interpolation

Nucl.Phys.Proc.Suppl. 129 (2004) 358-360,
JHEP 0705 (2007) 016,

Phys.Rev.Lett. 100 (2008) 141601

• Non-perturbative renormalisation:
• enable rigorous control of lattice artefacts in NPR
• decouple non-perturbative scale evolution from matrix element measurement

Phys.Rev. D85 (2012) 014501,
Phys.Rev. D83 (2011) 114511

• Confident that if required NP running to MZ , through flavour thresholds, possible
using step scaling techniques I developed
• Non-peturbative anomalous dimensions as continuous function of p2

Phys.Rev. D88 (2013) no.11, 114506
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Figure 2: The axial (red) and vector (green) vertex functions on the β = 2.13 lattice at mq = 0.03,

see Section V A for more details. Comparing untwisted (squares) with twisted (connected) data;

twisting completely eliminates the O(4) breaking scatter.

scatter in the data using the traditional approach and this is scatter completely removed by

the twisted boundary conditions technique. Of course, lattice artefacts are still present and

of the same size, but the key point is that we can now vary β while looking at the same

off-shell momentum in order to extrapolate these away in the continuum limit.

For the exceptional kinematic configuration we use the projectors of [8] and the pertur-

bative running and matching calculated in [42] for mass and [43] for the tensor current. For

OV V +AA we use the results of [44, 45]. We denote these exceptional momentum schemes

RIMOM.

For non-exceptional kinematics we compare the two schemes introduced in [9]. The first is

the scheme of [9] which corresponds to choosing projectors ✁qqµ for the vector vertex function

and ✁qqµγ5 for the axial vertex function. We denote this scheme SMOM-✁q. The second uses

γµ and γµγ5 for vector and axial vertex functions, we refer to this scheme as SMOM-γµ.

The one-loop matching and two-loop anomalous dimensions for tensor current and mass are

given in [9]. These results have recently been extended to two loop matching and three
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NPR step-scaling across the charm threshold Julien Frison
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corrected β=5.77 [1,1,0,0] qq
corrected β=5.70 [1,1,0,0] qq
corrected β=5.70 [1,1,1,1] qq

RGI values of BK

p B̂g
K B̂/q

K

3 GeV 0.7478 0.7631 [4]
4 GeV 0.753(1) 0.762(1)

5 GeV 0.756(1) 0.761(1)

6 GeV 0.758(1) 0.760(1)

7 GeV 0.759(2) 0.759(2)

9 GeV 0.761(2) 0.758(2)

Figure 3: We plot the RGI 4-flavour running as a preliminary demonstration of our method. While
discretisation effects are importants at the scale of this plot (up to 2%), their subtraction leads to
a flat B̂/q

K and a perfect convergence between the two intermediate schemes, within our error bars
(systematic errors of up to a few per-mile have to been added to these preliminary numbers). Note
that the p2 > 50 GeV2 region of this plot is only shown for the curiosity of the reader, and is
not included in the global fit. An other point worth noting is that the four-flavour RGI does not
theoretically have to converge with the three-flavour RGI in any way.

the finite volume effects are expected to be negligible but we do not have an indisputable proof.
The physical reach of this BK preliminary result is actually limited by the fact the error on BK

is already much smaller than on the other experimental and phenomenological inputs of eK . But the
quality of BK could also be seen as encouragement to tackle those new issues, and renormalisation
will continue to be a question of fundamental interest. Additionally this strategy can be applied to
many other operators, in particular other four-quark operators entering in “SUSY BK” and K ! pp .
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HW =
GF√

2
V ∗us Vud

10∑
i=1

[zi (µ) + τyi (µ)] Qi (µ)

2

in the limit of large time separations tππ −tQ and tQ −tK
which projects onto the initial and final states of interest.
The operators JK and Jππ create the initial-state kaon
and destroy the two final-state pions. Introducing a final
state composed of two pions with nonzero relative mo-
mentum poses special challenges. Using now standard
methods [17], the desired finite-volume two-pion state
would have an energy well above that with two pions
at rest and require a multiexponential fit to determine
the decay matrix element. For the I = 2, two-pion state
this problem can be addressed by imposing antiperiodic
boundary conditions on the down quark [14, 18].

However, for the I = 0 state we must impose isospin-
symmetric boundary conditions to avoid mixing the I =
0 and 2 states. This is possible through a major algo-
rithmic advance: the introduction of G-parity boundary
conditions [19, 20]. Since each pion is odd under G par-
ity, apart from the effects of their interaction, each pion
must then carry a minimum momentum of π/L for each
direction (of length L) in which G parity is imposed. For
our lattice volume, imposing G-parity boundary condi-
tions in all three spatial directions results in the required
I = 0, ππ energy Eππ ≈ MK .

The G-parity transformation is described by the opera-
tor G = CeiπIy , a product of charge conjugation (C) and
a 180◦ isospin rotation about the y axis [21]. When a lat-
tice derivative connects quark fields across such a bound-
ary the (u, d) doublet is joined to a G-parity transformed
doublet (d, −u). This doubles the computational cost
and requires substantial code modifications since explicit
u and d degrees of freedom must be introduced. In addi-
tion, the gauge fields must now obey charge-conjugation
boundary conditions which demands new, special, gauge
ensembles. Since quarks and antiquarks are mixed at the
boundaries, new contractions must be included in which
two quark or two antiquark fields are joined by a prop-
agator. Finally, a consistent treatment of the strange
quark s requires that we include an unphysical partner
s′ to form an isodoublet that obeys G-parity boundary
conditions [22]. When generating the 2 + 1 flavor gauge
ensemble we must then take the square root of the deter-
minant of the s − s′ Dirac operator so that only a single
strange quark flavor is included.

The second critical difficulty is that the I = 0, two-pion
state has the same quantum numbers as the vacuum, the
state which thus dominates the large tππ−tQ limit needed
to remove excited states. We must subtract this vac-
uum contribution and deal with the exponentially falling
signal-to-noise ratio that results, a subtraction carried
out successfully in threshold calculations, with final-state
pions approximately at rest. [23, 24] [25].

We reduce the noise from this vacuum subtraction
using two techniques. First, we use a split-pion op-
erator [24] to destroy the two-pion state. Specifically,
Jππ(tππ) is the product of two quark-antiquark pairs, one
pair at the time tππ and the second at tππ+4. By separat-

ing the pion operators we suppress the vacuum coupling
that results when coincident pion operators immediately
create and destroy a pion, reducing the vacuum noise 2×.
Second, we use all-to-all propagators [26, 27] to construct
each pion interpolating operator from a quark-antiquark
pair, fixed to Coulomb gauge, with a relative coordinate,
hydrogen ground-state wave function of radius 2a and
center-of-mass coordinate distributed over a time plane
at tππ or tππ + 4. This choice increases the Jππ coupling
to the two-pion state relative to the vacuum, giving a
further 2× noise reduction [28].

We use a 323 × 64 volume, the Iwasaki+DSDR gauge
action [29] and Möbius [30], domain wall fermions
(DWF) [31] with an extent of 12 in the fifth dimension.
By using β = 1.75 and Möbius parameters b + c = 32/12
and b − c = 1 we ensure that this ensemble is equivalent
to our earlier dislocation-suppressing determinant ratio
(DSDR) ensemble [32], except that the latter has periodic
boundary conditions and mπ = 170 MeV. Input quark
masses of ml(= mu = md) = 0.0001 and ms = 0.045
are used. (If a dimensioned quantity is given without
units, lattice units are implied.) The inverse lattice spac-
ing, residual quark mass, pion mass, and single-pion en-
ergy are 1/a = 1.3784(68) GeV, mres = 0.001842(7),
Mπ = 143.1(2.0) MeV and Eπ = 274.6(1.4) MeV.

We analyzed 216 gauge configurations separated by
four units of molecular dynamics time, starting at 300
time units for equilibration. Seventy-five distinct dia-
grams were computed, of four types as shown in Fig. 1.
We compensated for this small number of configurations
by performing 64 measurements on each configuration,
introducing the kaon and pion sources on each of the
64 time planes. (The statistically more accurate, type
1 and 2 diagrams were computed only on every eighth
time plane.) The many propagator inversions needed
on each configuration were accelerated using low-mode
deflation with 900 Lanczos eigenvectors [33] with the
BAGEL fermion matrix package [34]. A complete set of
measurements required 20 hours on an IBM Blue Gene/Q
1
2 -rack [35], in balance with the 24 hours needed to gen-
erate four time units of gauge field evolution on this same
machine.

'� Æ S�S

FIG. 1. Examples of the four types of diagram contributing to
the ∆I = 1/2, K → ππ decay. Lines labeled ℓ or s represent
light or strange quarks. Unlabeled lines are light quarks.
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= Re
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√
2ε

[
ImA2

ReA2
− ImA0

ReA0

]
a

}
= 1.38(5.15)(4.59)× 10−4

ReA0 = 4.66(1.0)(1.26)× 10−7
GeV

ImA0 = −1.90(1.23)(1.08)× 10−11
GeV

ReA2 = 1.50(4)(14)× 10−8
GeV

ImA2 = −6.99(20)(84)× 10−13
GeV

Re

(
ε′

ε

)
expt

= 16.5(2.6)× 10−4

10% accuracy relative to expt result is possible

Significant update expected next month: Seminar talk by Chris Kelly(BNL)

• New horizontal constraint on unitarity triangle. Directly constrains imaginary part η.

• Theory has lagged experiment by thirty years !



BSM Kaon mixing with physical quark masses

Non-SM effective 4q operators (e.g. SUSY) could induce new indirect CP contributions
Non-perturbative matrix elements needed to connect any observation to a new mass scale

4

TABLE I: Results from calculations of BSM bag paramenters in MS(µ = 3GeV) from

RBC-UKQCD, SWME and ETM show tensions for B4 and B5. ETM results, which were

renormalised via RI-MOM agree with RBC-UKQCD results obtained via RI-MOM. SWME

results, obtained via a 1 loop intermediate scheme agree with RBC-UKQCD results obtained via

RI-SMOM, for both gµ and /q. [21]. This suggests tension arise from the implementation of

intermediate schemes, in particular caused by RI-MOM exhibiting exceptional infrared behaviour

which is absent in RI-SMOM.

ETM12[8] ETM15[7] RBC-UKQCD12[16] SWME15[5] RBC-UKQCD16[17]

Nf 2 2+1+1 2+1 2+1 2+1 2+1

scheme RI-MOM RI-MOM RI-MOM 1 loop RI-SMOM RI-MOM

B2 0.47(2) 0.46(3)(1) 0.43(5) 0.525(1)(23) 0.488(7)(17) 0.417(6)(2)

B3 0.78(4) 0.79(5)(1) 0.75(9) 0.773(6)(35) 0.743(14)(65) 0.655(12)(44)

B4 0.76(3) 0.78(4)(3) 0.69(7) 0.981(3)(62) 0.920(12)(16) 0.745(9)(28)

B5 0.58(3) 0.49(4)(1) 0.47(6) 0.751(7)(68) 0.707(8)(44) 0.555(6)(53)

the standard model and seven additional four-quark operators appear,

H DS=2 =
5

Â
i=1

Ci(µ)Oi(µ)+
3

Â
i=1

C̃i(µ)Õi(µ), (1)

where, in the so-called SUSY basis introduced in [22], the even parity operators are,

O1 = (s̄agµ(1� g5)da)(s̄bgµ(1� g5)db)

O2 = (s̄a(1� g5)da)(s̄b(1� g5)db)

O3 = (s̄a(1� g5)db)(s̄b(1� g5)da)

O4 = (s̄a(1+ g5)da)(s̄b(1+ g5)db)

O5 = (s̄a(1+ g5)db)(s̄b(1+ g5)da).

(2)

As parity is conserved in our framework, the domain wall fermion (DWF) discretisation of QCD,

the parity odd Õi operators (obtained from Oi=1,2,3 by swapping chirality) can be neglected. This is

not the case in other discretisations, such as the twisted mass for example. The operators Oi=1!5

are model independent although the Wilson coefficents are dependent upon the model of new

5

physics considered. In practice we find it convenient to work in a different basis, which we refer

to as the lattice basis, and we consider only the colour-unmixed operators,

Q1 = (s̄agµ(1� g5)da)(s̄bgµ(1� g5)db)

Q2 = (s̄agµ(1� g5)da)(s̄bgµ(1+ g5)db)

Q3 = (s̄a(1� g5)da)(s̄b(1+ g5)db)

Q4 = (s̄a(1� g5)da)(s̄b(1� g5)db)

Q5 =
1
4
(s̄asµn(1� g5)da)(s̄bsµn(1� g5)db),

(3)

which are obtained by Fierz transforming the equivalent colour mixed operators, as detailed in

section G of the appendix.

The parity even parts are,

Q+
1 = (s̄agµda)(s̄bgµdb)+(s̄agµg5da)(s̄bgµg5db)

Q+
2 = (s̄agµda)(s̄bgµdb)� (s̄agµg5da)(s̄bgµg5db)

Q+
3 = (s̄ada)(s̄bdb)� (s̄ag5da)(s̄bg5db)

Q+
4 = (s̄ada)(s̄bdb)+(s̄ag5da)(s̄bg5db)

Q+
5 = Â

n>µ
(s̄agµgnda)(s̄bgµgndb).

(4)

It is in this basis that the lattice calculations, and renormalisation are done before we transform

back to the SUSY basis, in which the results are presented.

B. Bag Parameters

One way of parameterising the matrix elements is the bag parameter, which is defined as the ratio

of the matrix elements over their vacuum saturation approximation (VSA) value:

Bi(µ) =
hK̄0|Oi(µ)|K0i
hK̄0|Oi(µ)|K0iVSA.

(5)

The standard model bag parameter, B1 has the form,

B1(µ) =
hK̄0|O1(µ)|K0i

8
3m2

K f 2
K

, (6)

6

while the BSM bag parameters are,

Bi(µ) =
(ms(µ)+md(µ))2

Nim2
K f 4

K
hK̄0|Oi(µ)|K0i , i > 1. (7)

The factors Ni in the SUSY basis are Ni>1 = �5
3 , 1

3 ,2, 2
3 .

C. Ratio Parameters

An alternative parametrisation is to study ratios of the BSM to SM matrix elements. The use of

ratios to parameterise BSM kaon mixing elements was first proposed in [14]. We follow [15] in

defining the ratio parameter as,

Ri

✓
m2

P

f 2
P

,a2,µ
◆

=


f 2
K

m2
K

�

Exp.


m2

P

f 2
P

hP̄|Oi(µ)|Pi
hP̄|O1(µ)|Pi

�

Lat.
, (8)

where mP and fP are the strange-light pseudoscalar mass and decay constant, respectively, mea-

sured on the lattice. At the physical point, this form reduces to a pure ratio of the BSM to SM

matrix element:

Ri(µ) = Ri

✓
m2

K

f 2
K

,a = 0,µ
◆

=
hK̄0|Oi(µ)|K0i
hK̄0|O1(µ)|K0i

. (9)

By including the ratio of the mass and decay constant in the expression, the leading 1/m2
P in the

chiral expansion is cancelled thus the mass extrapolation is better controlled near the chiral limit.

The ratio parameters have some advantages over the bag parameters. There is no explicit quark

mass dependence in the expression for the ratio parameters so that the BSM matrix elements can be

recovered from the ratio parameters Ri, the SM bag parameter B1 and the experimentally measured

kaon mass and decay constant only. Whereas to recover them from the BSM bag parameters

requires inputting the down and strange quark mass. Additionally, the similarity of the numerator

and denominator means we can expect some cancellation of errors.

III. SIMULATION DETAILS AND ENSEMBLE PROPERTIES

A. Simulation Parameters

We use RBC-UKQCD’s Nf = 2 + 1 gauge ensembles generated with the Iwasaki gauge [23][24]

and domain wall fermion (DWF) action of either Moebius (M) [25][26][27] or Shamir (S) [28]

kernel. There are three lattice spacings; C(oarse), (M)edium and (F)ine. The pion masses span



BSM Kaon mixing with physical quark masses
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VI. FIT RESULTS AND PHYSICAL PREDICTIONS

In this section we present our results for the ratios Ri and the bag parameters Bi obtained from the

fitting procedure described in section ??. We show the fits plotted against (mp/ fp)2 in this section

and in section B in the appendix we show the fits plotted against a2. The values of the c2/d.o. f

are given in the appendix. We take the results in MS(µ = 3GeV) renormalised non-perturbatively

through the SMOM(gµ ,gµ ) scheme as our central values.

FIG. 3: Continuum chiral extrapolation of the ratio parameters renormalised at µ = 3GeV with

intermediate scheme RI-SMOM(gµ ,gµ ) and converted to MS shown against (mp/ fp)2. The data

points have been corrected to the physical sea-strange mass and continuum such that only the

pion dependence is shown.

• 1% - 2% error in a mom scheme

• 3% - 6% error in MS



Hadronic vacuum polarisation

3.7σ tension in muon aµ =
gµ−2

2 between theory and BNL E821 results
Fermilab E989 and JPARC experiments will reduce experimental error by 4x

• Unphysical masses:
Phys.Rev. D85 (2012) 074504
JHEP 1604 (2016) 063

Phys.Rev.Lett. 121 (2018) no.20, 202003

• Physical quark masses
Phys.Rev.Lett. 121 (2018) no.2, 022003,

Phys.Rev.Lett. 116 (2016) no.23, 232002

• Isospin breaking effects:
JHEP 1709 (2017) 153

2 57. Muon anomalous magnetic moment
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Figure 57.1: Representative diagrams contributing to aSM
µ . From left to right:

first order QED (Schwinger term), lowest-order weak, lowest-order hadronic.

The QED part includes all photonic and leptonic (e, µ, τ) loops starting with the classic
α/2π Schwinger contribution. It has been computed through 5 loops [11]

aQED
µ =

α

2π
+ 0.765 857 425(17)

!α

π

"2
+ 24.050 509 96(32)

!α

π

"3

+ 130.879 6(6 3)
!α

π

"4
+ 752.2(1.0)

!α

π

"5
+ · · · (57.5)

with little change in the coefficients since our last update of this review. Employing
α−1 = 137.035 999 046(27), obtained from the precise measurements of h/mCs [12], the
Rydberg constant, and mCs/me leads to [11]

aQED
µ = 116 584 718.92(0.03) × 10−11 , (57.6)

where the small error results mainly from the uncertainty in α.

Loop contributions involving heavy W±, Z or Higgs particles are collectively labeled
as aEW

µ . They are suppressed by at least a factor of (α/π) · (m2
µ/m2

W ) ≃ 4 × 10−9. At
1-loop order [13]

aEW
µ [1-loop] =

Gµm2
µ

8
√

2π2

#
5

3
+

1

3

!
1 − 4 sin2θW

"2
+ O

$
m2

µ

M2
W

%
+ O

$
m2

µ

m2
H

%&

= 194.8 × 10−11 , (57.7)

for sin2θW ≡ 1 − M2
W /M2

Z ≃ 0.223, and where Gµ ≃ 1.166 × 10−5 GeV−2 is the Fermi
coupling constant. Two-loop corrections are relatively large and negative [14]. For a
Higgs boson mass of 125 GeV it amounts to aEW

µ [2-loop] = −41.2(1.0) × 10−11 [14],
where the uncertainty stems from quark triangle loops. The 3-loop leading logarithms are
negligible, O(10−12) [14,15]. A recent full 2-loop numerical evaluation of the electroweak
correction [16] reproduces the total 1+2-loop contribution when adjusted for appropriate
light quark masses

aEW
µ = 153.6(1.0) × 10−11 . (57.8)

Hadronic (quark and gluon) loop contributions to aSM
µ give rise to its main theoretical

uncertainties. At present, those effects are not precisely calculable from first principles,

December 6, 2019 12:03

Pure lattice result:

aHVP
µ = 715.4(16.3)(9.2)× 10−10

Combined Lattice / R-ratio (e+e− → hadrons/e+e− → µ+µ−) fits:

aHVP
µ = 692.5(1.4)(0.5)(0.7)(2.1)× 10−10

Eliminated mass extrapolation systematic, statistical error improvements
Near-term lattice results will improve
Preferable to have a “theory” result that has only QCD Lagrangian as input



Charm and B physics with domain wall fermions

• Discretisation errors a serious issue for charm and bottom quarks.

• Chiral action: no unphysical operator mixing, no O(a) operator counter terms

• Extrapolate SU(3) breaking ratios fDs /fD , fBs /fB , ξ2 =
f 2
Bs

BBs

f 2
B

BB
from charm region.

• Common curvature and correlation makes extrapolation of SU(3) breaking simpler

• Simultaneous a2, mud and 1
mDs

extrapolation (exploit HQ symmetry)

Goals

• Ratios of CKM matrix elements are useful in UT fit: e.g.

|Vub|
|Vcb|

⇒ |ρ + iη|

• Time dependent CP asymmetry in B(s)B(s) pairs give V ∗tbVts and V ∗tbVtd

MBd
∆Ms

MBs ∆Md

=

∣∣∣∣ Vts

Vtd

∣∣∣∣2 ξ2 ⇒ |1− ρ− iη|

Progress of Theoretical and Experimental Physics, Volume 2012, Issue 1, 2012, 04D001, https://doi.org/10.1093/ptep/pts072

The content of this slide may be subject to copyright: please see the slide notes for details.

Fig. 8. The background-subtracted Δt distribution for q = +1 (red) 
and q = −1 (blue) events and asymmetry for events ...

Belle time dependent CP asymmetry



Charm and B physics with domain wall fermions

observable CCL [GeV2] C� [GeV�2] CH [GeV] d.o.f. �2/d.o.f p-value
fhs/fhl 0.031(13) -0.703(29) -0.0621(59) 17 1.21 0.243

BBs/BBd
0.056(13) -0.092(25) +0.0237(94) 17 0.84 0.646

⇠ 0.076(19) -0.762(40) -0.056(14) 17 0.83 0.662

Table 4. Results of the base fit (i.e. mmax
⇡ = 350MeV and MH = msh). We list the determined

coefficients for the continuum limit slope (CCL), pion mass dependence (C�) and heavy mass
dependence (CH), the number of degrees of freedom in the fit as well as the goodness of fit measures
�2/d.o.f and the corresponding p-values.

Figure 8. The global fit result for the ratio of decay constants as a function of the inverse heavy
meson mass (left) and between the data and the fit results (right) as described in equation (4.6). The
red circles (blue squares, green diamonds) show the data for the coarse (medium, fine) ensembles
that enter the fit. The magenta line shows the fit function evaluated at physical pion masses in the
continuum. The magenta band illustrates the statistical error. The black and magenta stars show
the result (statistical error only) for fDs/fD and fBs/fB , respectively.

three fits are excellent, producing good values p-values. This is remarkable, given the small
number of fit parameters (4) and the large number of degrees of freedom (17).

The left panel of Figure 8 shows the data entering our preferred fit together with the
fit result (magenta band) for the case of the ratio of decay constants. The coloured bands
and dashed lines show the fit function (c.f. equation (4.1)) evaluated at the respective pion
masses and lattice spacings for each ensemble.

We stress that due to the high degree of correlation of the data points on a given
ensemble, care needs to be taken when trying to consider the contribution to the value of
�2 from a given data point. In the right panel of Figure 8 we present the data corrected
to the physical pion mass and vanishing lattice spacing, normalised by the heavy mass
behaviour. More precisely we show

O(a, m⇡, mH) � CCLa2 � C��m2
⇡

f(0, mphys
⇡ , mH)

. (4.6)

This illustrates that all data points are compatible with the fit at the ⇠ 1� level. We
observe the above mentioned correlations by noting that data points on a given ensemble
remain at a roughly constant distance from the fit. This lends further confidence in our

– 15 –

Leptonic decay constants



Charm and B physics with domain wall fermions

Figure 7. Summary of the ratio of decay constants (left) and the ratio of bag parameters BBs
/BB

(right) as a function of the inverse Ds mass.

4.1 Fit ansatz

From our simulation data we determine observables O as a function of the lattice spacing
a, the finite volume V and the quark masses. To combine this with the experimental data,
we need to extra/interpolate our data to the physical values of the quark masses as well
as to the continuum (a = 0) and infinite volume. Since quark masses are experimentally
not directly accessible quantities, we set the heavy quark mass by inter/extrapolating the
results to the physical value of appropriate meson masses. We set the light quark mass
by extrapolating to the neutral pion mass of 135 MeV [14]. The charm (bottom) quark
mass is fixed by the heavy-light (mD-like), heavy-strange (mDs-like) or heavy-heavy (⌘c-
like) pseudoscalar meson mass. From our previous experience [67], we find that the chiral
slope in our data and the continuum limit artifacts are well described by terms linear in

�m2
⇡ ⌘ m2

⇡ �
⇣
mphys
⇡

⌘2
and a2, respectively. In the past, we further found that the heavy

quark behaviour is captured well, by expanding in �m�1
H ⌘ 1/mH � 1/mexpand

H where mH

is the meson chosen to set the heavy quark mass, and mexpand
H is the point around which

the expansion is performed.
We therefore describe the data O(a, m⇡, mH) at given lattice spacing a, pion mass (m⇡)

and heavy meson mass (mH), by the fit ansatz

f(a, m⇡, mH) = O(0, mphys
⇡ , mphys

H ) + C��m2
⇡ + CCLa2 + CH�m�1

H (4.1)

To check the validity and to estimate any systematic errors induced by this ansatz, we
systematically vary this ansatz and the data that enters the fit (cuts). For example, we
consider the impact of various pion mass cuts, the exclusion of the heaviest data points etc.
Finally, we will also estimate higher order effects that are not captured by this fit form.

4.2 Global fit strategy

In addition to the number of data points Nobs of the observable under consideration (fsh/flh,
BBs/Bd or ⇠), also the parameters that the expression in (4.1) depends on, enter the fit.
These are the Nobs values of the heavy meson mass mH (there is a corresponding meson
mass for each value of the observable), the Nens values of the pion masses (one per ensemble)

– 13 –
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Figure 13. Global fit result for ⇠. Similar to Figure 9, all data points are shifted to the physical
pion mass and zero lattice spacing.

Figure 14. Continuum limit and pion mass dependence obtained from the chosen global fit for
⇠. All data points are shifted to the physical Bs meson mass and the physical pion mass (left) or
vanishing lattice spacing (right).

ensemble being ⇠ 2% (compare CCL in Table 4).

4.4 Error budget

We will now estimate the various systematic errors. These are tabulated in Table 4.4. We
start by considering the systematic errors due to the global fitting procedure. To this end,
we consider variations in the fit ansatz. First we compare the results obtained from the
global fit for different pion mass cuts. The results for all of these fits are listed in Tables
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B and D meson interests

On-going work

• Continue work on fD , fDs and ξ to add third lattice spacing, better extrapolation

• Determine B → D, Bs → K , B → π form-factors.

• Vcb and Vub

• Hard radiative decays: B → lνγ

• Third, 2.8 GeV physical point lattice is exciting opportunity



Multiscale physics and multiscale algorithms

Multiscale simulation required
for heavy quark physics

mu(2GeV) 2.3 MeV
md (2GeV) 4.7 MeV
ms (2GeV) 90.3 MeV

Λ
(4)
QCD 294 MeV

m+
π 139 MeV

mN 938 MeV
mc (mc ) 1.28 GeV
mb(mb) 4.164 GeV

mΥ 9.46 GeV
MZ 91.2 GeV
MW 80.4 GeV
MX ≥ 1 TeV

• Project to low dimensional basis that captures the lowest
fermion modes, by using segments of the lowest fermion
modes

• Faithfully represent the original matrix on a coarser space

• Gauge symmetry means naive smoothing cannot work

Fine Coarse CoarseCoarse Evecs
λmin 1.0e-6 1.0e-6 1.0e-6 1.0e-6
λmax 60 11 5.0 4.0e-3

• Improve the condition number by lowering the cut-off as
you go coarser

• Preserve low spectrum and handle this precisely



Multigrid : very recent results

• 128 nodes on DOE Summit computer

• CPU-GPU portable code significant
element of USQCD ECP project

• Test system: 483 × 96× 24 am = 0.00078

• Can now setup and solve faster than
baseline

Algorithm Fine Matmuls Time
CGNE 11400 440s
Solve 2400 240s
Setup 2500 160s

Setup+solve 4900 400s

• First recursive multi grid for Chiral fermions

• Goal: enable a new generation of 2+1+1f chiral Fermion simulations in the 3-5 GeV range
on DOE exascale computers



Summary and Outlook

• Hadronic theoretical uncertainty is unavoidable in experimental search for any new physics
involving quarks

• Lattice gauge theory is the best tool we have for confronting this

• Phenomenological influence of lattice gauge theory is going through a step change

• many systematics have been eliminated
• sub-percent scale accuracy achieved on many quantities

• QED and isospin breaking for 0.1% accuracy (2020)

• Direct 2+1+1+1f B simulation by 2025-2030??

• Progress has been made against long standing theoretical challenges

• including the long standing ∆I = 1/2 rule


